
Happily This Christmas Novel Happily Inc.: A
Heartwarming Story of Love, Family, and the
Holiday Spirit

Happily This Christmas is a heartwarming novel about love, family, and
the holiday spirit. The novel follows the story of two strangers who find
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themselves falling in love during the Christmas season.
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Happily This Christmas is a heartwarming novel that will make you feel all
the feels this holiday season.

The Story

Happily This Christmas tells the story of Lucy and Jake, two strangers
who find themselves falling in love during the Christmas season.

Lucy is a single mother who is struggling to make ends meet. She works
two jobs and barely has time to spend with her young son, Ethan.

Jake is a successful businessman who is looking for love. He has
everything he could ever want, but he is lonely and longs for someone to
share his life with.

One day, Lucy and Jake's paths cross at a Christmas party. They are both
instantly drawn to each other and spend the evening talking and laughing.
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As the Christmas season progresses, Lucy and Jake find themselves
falling more and more in love. They share their love of Christmas, their
hopes and dreams, and their fears. They also discover that they have a lot
more in common than they first thought.

But their relationship is not without its challenges. Lucy is struggling to trust
Jake, and Jake is afraid of getting hurt. They also have to deal with the
disapproval of Lucy's ex-husband and Jake's family.

Despite the challenges, Lucy and Jake's love for each other grows stronger
with each passing day. They learn to trust each other, to forgive each other,
and to love each other unconditionally.

On Christmas Eve, Jake proposes to Lucy, and she accepts. They spend
the rest of the Christmas season planning their wedding and preparing for
their future together.

Happily This Christmas is a heartwarming story about love, family, and
the holiday spirit. The novel is full of charming characters, festive settings,
and heartwarming moments that will make you feel all the feels this holiday
season.

The Characters

Lucy is a single mother who is struggling to make ends meet. She is a
strong and independent woman who is determined to give her son the best
possible life.

Jake is a successful businessman who is looking for love. He is a kind and
compassionate man who is looking for someone to share his life with.



Ethan is Lucy's young son. He is a sweet and innocent boy who loves his
mother very much.

The supporting cast of characters in Happily This Christmas is just as
charming as the main characters. There's Lucy's best friend, Maria, who is
always there for her; Jake's brother, Nick, who is a bit of a jokester; and
Jake's parents, who are warm and welcoming.

The Setting

Happily This Christmas is set in the small town of Havenwood, New
Hampshire. The town is decorated for the holidays and the air is filled with
the sound of Christmas music.

The novel's festive setting is the perfect backdrop for the heartwarming
story of love and family.

The Themes

Happily This Christmas is a novel about love, family, and the holiday
spirit.

The novel explores the power of love to overcome challenges and bring
people together. It also celebrates the importance of family and the special
bond between parents and children.

The novel also captures the magic of the holiday season and the joy that it
can bring to people's lives.

The Happily Inc. Series



Happily This Christmas is part of the Happily Inc. series. The series
follows the lives of the employees of Happily Inc., a wedding planning
company.

Each novel in the series is a standalone story, but they are all connected by
the characters and the setting.

The other novels in the series are:

Happily Ever After

Happily For Now

Happily This Christmas

The Happily Inc. series is a heartwarming and feel-good series that will
make you believe in love again.
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